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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You need to create an N:M relationship between VMware hypervisors and virtual volumes with the least amount of
administrative overhead. 

Click the option where you can create a group of VMware hypervisors for volumes provisioning. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

Which statement is correct when discussing the RAID layout of an HPE Nimble HF-series storage system? 

A. RAID 6 triple parity is set up -21 data drives are used for RAID stripes. 

B. RAID 6 triple parity is set up -18 data drives are used for RAID stripes. 

C. RAID 6 or RAID 1 can be set up -24 data drives are used for RAID stripes. 

D. RAID 6 or RAID 1 can be set up -18 data drives are used for RAID stripes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has an existing configuration consisting of first class and nearline SAS drive in an 8000 SFF enclosure.
They add two SFF 8000enclosure that are fully populated with nearline drives to an existing HPE 3Par storeserv 8400
array. What should the customer do to optimize their storage configuration? 

A. Defrag the CPG and run align drive on their system 

B. Run tunesys and on the array (275) 

C. Enable space reclamation 

D. Create new CPG for the newly installed drivers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has a SAN infrastructure with the HPE C-class blade Enclosure ,and a mix of proliant G7,gen8 and Ge9
server .They require a new storage platform ... How can you confirm the storage array will be supported in the existing
environment? 

A. Check recommended firmware levels in the HP SAN design reference guide to ensure firmware compatibility 

B. Document existing server and SAN information ,and consult SPOCK to ensure firmware compatibility 

C. Design and array with the latest firmware ,and recommend that the customer engage HPE point Next to upgrade the
existing hardware 

D. Design an array with older version of the firmware to ensure compatibility 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5
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You are advising a customer on a new backup strategy to deploy HPE StoreOnce. 

What should you recommend to ensure the best storage utilization and performance? 

A. consolidate activity windows for housekeeping tasks 

B. size solution for a single backup device 

C. combine management and backup Ethernet traffic 

D. use separate backup targets for different data types 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You are demonstrating adding a new virtual volume for an HPE 3PAR Storeserv array for your customer.in addition to
the volume name What is the minimum information required to create a virtual volume(select two) 

A. Persona type 

B. Domain 

C. Host 

D. Size 

E. CPG 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 7

An existing Nimble customer is interested in adding storage to their environment to store his Backups, but has a
constrained budget and limited personal .The solution must scale to allow for substantial growth over the next five
years? 

A. Nimble SF series 

B. Nimble AF series 

C. Nimble cloud volume 

D. Nimble CS series 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer need to update the local sever at each of their branches keep up with the increasing demand for High-
performance storage. The customer cannot afford to move to SAN at each state. Which HPE storage technology can
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increase performance for this customer? 

A. Smart Path 

B. SmartCache 

C. Adaptive Flash Cache 

D. Persistent Cache 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer run several HPE 3PAR storeserv system in their environment using data rest encryption .The customer
needs to add an HPE 3PAR Storeserv 8000system to the storage pool and an external key manager for all systems..
What is the requirement for this solution? 

A. Boot server for the existing 3PAR storeserv array must be replaced with self-encrypting drive 

B. All drives of the new HPE 3PAR storeserv array must be self-encrypting 

C. HPE ESKM FIPS mode must be disabled by the administrator 

D. Data on the existing HPE 3PAR storeserv array must be decrypted and re-encrypted with new keys 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the benefit of HPE Synergy? (Choose two.) 

A. It supports up to three HPE StoreVirtual VSA nodes for storage RAID. 

B. It can compose and reclaim DAS storage. 

C. It supports HPE BladeSystem c-class FlexFabric interconnect modules. 

D. It can use HPE 3PAR File Persona for object storage. 

E. It can prevent block storage services from HPE 3PAR as part of the resource pool. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 11

Which storage protocol is supported by virtual connect Flex-10? 

A. FCoE 

B. FC 
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C. ISCSI 

D. FCIP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

How does HPE StoreVirtual DSM for windows enhanced Microsoft windows native MPIO? 

A. It automatically create an I/O path to each storage system in the cluster 

B. It automatically adjusts transfer block 

C. It automatically combines HPE thin provisioning and volume migration technology 

D. It automatically adjusts the availability bandwidth between the switch and the array 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer is a cloud service provider with infrastructure powered by HPE 3PAR Storeserv 9000.The customer is
concern about their ability to ensure the quality of service and protect their tenants from unpredictable bursts of I/O from
other tenants. What should you recommended to your customer ? 

A. Use priority optimization to enable service level for workloads 

B. Use virtual domain to automatically set multi-tenant policies 

C. Use dynamic optimization to automatically manage quality of service 

D. Use adaptive optimization to optimize service level automatically 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer needs to add another HPE 3PAR StoreServ system and plans to use the federated storage approach. 

Which advantages can the customer expect? (Choose two.) 

A. load balancing 

B. reduced power, cooling, and environmental impacts 

C. allows multiple management tools 

D. easier migration 

E. federated deduplication 
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Correct Answer: AD 

Federated storage--Move data between storage systems in a peer-to-peer relationship simply, dynamically, and
nondisruptively to improve storage utilization, balance workloads, and ease storage migration. 

 

QUESTION 15

Match the HPE converged Strategy principle with its function 

A. Federated Storage:- Move data between storage systems in peer-to-peer relationship simply, dynamically and
nondestructively 

B. Deduplication:-Reduce allocated capacity by eliminating data redundancy 

C. Thin provisioning:-Reduce TCO ,Opex and CPEx by using virtualization technology to make storage resources more
efficient. 

D. Storage tiering:-Use combination of I/O accelerator to place data to meet price, performance, and latency
requirements . 

E. Storage virtualization:- Deliver simplified management ,higher utilization ,efficient, and agility by separating the logical
and physical resource. 

Correct Answer: E 
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